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Challenge	
●  High potential of ontologies (CIDOC CRM & 

CRMarchaeo) to help integrate  archaeological 
data. 

●  BUT: Uptake of ontologies and the CIDOC CRM, 
however, remains relatively low.  

●  Why? The learning curve to understanding and 
applying ontologies by archaeologists is currently 
steep. 



Primary	difficulties	faced	by	new	
CRM	learners	

 

●  Subject matter falls between 
disciplines  

●  Subject matter presented too 
theoretically for many 

●  Lack of enough qualified 
teachers 

●  Lack of learning materials 
& learner oriented tutorials 

●  Lack of examples 
Critical  
« do or die » 
period 



Solution:	Learn	through	Doing		

●  make subject matter interesting to new 
learners 

●  make subject matter simpler to appropriate 

●  provides mean to immediately interact with/
apply the concepts in the ontology (removed 
from learning technical applications) 

●  show the application of the ontology through 
real examples 

 

A card game version of the CRM  ontology to teach 
basic ontology concepts and the ontology itself 



Simplifying	the	representation	of	
CRM	for	learning	

●  Here	screen	shot	of	crm	manual	

1 CRM class = 1 card 



CRM	Game	Elements:	3	Decks	

Classes 
Deck 

Relations 
Deck 

Instances 
Deck 



CIDOC	CRM	Class	Cards	Deck	

Temporal	Entities	

Actors	

Physical	things	

Conceptual	things	

Appellation	

Types	

Places	

	

Front Back Color code 



CIDOC	CRM	Relation	Cards	Deck	
	Front Back Color code 

Temporal	Entities	

Actors	

Physical	things	

Conceptual	things	

Appellation	

Types	

Places	

	



Case-Study:	Instance	Cards	Deck	



Initial	Tests	&	Feedback	
●  tested	in	classroom/
workshop	environments	

●  positive	feedback	from	
learners	and	teachers	

●  was	helpful	to	learners	to	
appropriate	concepts	

●  was	motivating	to	
learners	to	attempt	to	
apply	CRM	

	



Initial	Conclusions	Drawbacks	

●  Still	requires	a	
knowledgeable	teacher	

●  Card	format	very	intuitive	
but	#	of	cards	problematic	

●  Physical	manipulation	
instructive	but	needs	much	
space	

●  Time	to	produce	a	new	
game		

●  Effectiveness	dependent	on	
guidance	in	scenario	



New	Research	Direction:	CRM	
Online	Game	

●  Translate CRM Game 
concept to an online, 
single player game 

●  Retain the positive 
features of the 
physical game 

●  Address drawbacks 

●  Open ended platform 
 
 



New	Research	Direction:	CRM	
Online	Game	

How? 
●  Unity platform for 

designing interactions, 
because popular, easy 
to use, sleek 

●  use of simple, reusable 
spreadsheets for 
generating all content 
and replicability  



New	Research	Direction:	CRM	
Online	Game	 

 
●  address needs of asynchronous 

learners 
●  Introduce Teaching tools in 

game 
●  Many more examples 
●  Mini games = targeted learning 

activities 
●  Easier production of new 

versions of the game for different 
user groups 



The	Case-Study	provides	a	Story	and	
a	Dataset		

● The	story	provides	a	modeling	
context	for	learning	
● The	dataset	provides	instances	of	
entities	and	properties	to	model	
	

• The	case-study	provides	a	
story	and	a	dataset	for	
some	specific	targeted	
audience	
  
 



● 	Levels	=	further	division	of	game	into	targeted	smaller	learning	
steps	

Game	 Level	 Objective	

Limbo	 1:	 Event,	thing,	or	place	
	

Limbo	
	

2:	 Temporal	Entities	

Limbo	
	

3:	 Idea,	Object	or	person		

•  Game = a structured playing environment, designed to build 
understanding of some aspect of the ontology 
 
Game	 Level	 Objective	

Limbo	 1-6	 This	game	introduces	the	basic	concept	of	instance	of	
classes	and	the	major	branches	of	the	CIDOC	CRM	class	
hierarchy	



Limbo	Game:	a	game	to	introduce	the	notion	of	class	instances	and	
the	major	branches	of	the	ontology	to	the	player;	here,	learning	
about	temporal	entities.	
	



Examples	of	E4	in	CRM	manual:	
●  Jurassic	
●  European	Bronze	Age	
●  Italian	Renaissance	

• 	Thirty	Years	War	
• 	Sturm	und	Drang	
• 	Cubism	
 



Demo…	



Successes	&	Setbacks	

●  Makes	the	game	
independent	from	teacher	

●  #	of	cards	unlimited	
●  No	space	limitation	in	

virtual	space	
●  CSV	makes	it	fast	to	

produce	a	new	version	of	
the	game	

●  More	structured	learning	
scenarios,	constant	
feedback	for	learner	

● 	Problem	to	connect	to	triple	
store	for	live	reasoning	on	
instances	

● 	No	developer,	hard	to	create	
fancier	features/develop	
quickly	
	



Future	Work	
Technical	

•  cleanup	code	
•  replace	csvs	with	a	database	

to	build	story/game/level	
elements	and	a	triple	store	
to	place	instance	elements	

Content	

•  More	story	content		
through	partnerships	

•  Address	new		
audiences	on	their		
terms	

Pedagogical	

•  add	already	planned	games	
and	conceive	new	games	

•  test	effectiveness	of	the	
learning	technique	in	
controlled	environments/
circumstances	
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